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Presentation Notes
This slide pack has been produced by the examinations regulator Ofqual, in collaboration with the Department for Education. The principal purpose of these slides, and accompanying notes, is to provide teachers with a single accurate source of information that can be used to communicate with students and parents on the changes that are happening to GCSEs and A levels and to school and college performance measures, to help them understand the impact they will have on them. Detailed information on other qualifications offered by schools and colleges is not covered in this pack. 
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What is happening, 
when? 



Why and how are GCSEs, AS and A levels changing? 

GCSEs and A levels in England are being reformed, to match the best systems 
in the world and keep pace with universities’ and employers’ demands. 
 
■ GCSE content will be more challenging but still suitable for all abilities 
■ GCSEs will be graded on a new scale of 9 to 1 rather than A* to G as now, 

with 9 the highest grade, to distinguish clearly between the reformed and 
unreformed qualifications 

■ A levels will allow more time for studying and better prepare students for 
university 

■ AS levels will be stand alone qualifications to reduce exam burden on students 
and teachers. 
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Government aims for the reformed qualifications are to:Match with the highest performing education systems around the worldIdentify and reward the highest performing studentsRemove modularisation which encourages bite-sized learningBetter prepare students for work, and further and higher educationReduce the burden of exams on students and teachersEnsure assessment is more robust and rigorousThe changes described in this slide pack do not apply to GCSEs and A levels in Wales and Northern Ireland. Employers and universities told us that young people are not adequately prepared for employment or further study. Our education system claimed to have improved performance – for example, between 1988 and 2011 the proportion of A and A* grades awarded more than doubled (from 8.6% in 1988 to 23.2% in 2011), however, our results in international assessments have remained static while some countries have overtaken us. This is not fair to young people – who are not being given the best opportunity to succeed in life – and it is damaging the country’s ability to compete in a global economy. We have increased the rigour of GCSEs to ensure that reformed qualifications meet the needs of users now and in the future and are of comparable demand to the best in the world. 



When do these reforms affect GCSE students? 

 
 
 

 

Level Start course in 
2015, exams 
2017 

Start course in 2016, exams 2018 
 

Start course in 2017, exams 2019 
 

Start course in 2018, 
exams 2020 

GCSE 
 

English literature, 
English language 
and maths only. 

English and maths plus… 
 
Art and design, biology, chemistry, 
citizenship studies (and short course), 
combined science, computer science, 
dance, drama, food preparation and 
nutrition, French, geography, German, 
classical Greek, history, Latin, music, 
physical education, physics, religious 
studies (including short course), and 
Spanish. 

2015 and 2016 subjects plus… 
 
Ancient history, Arabic, astronomy, 
Bengali, business, Chinese, classical 
civilisation, design and technology, 
economics, electronics, engineering, 
film studies, geology, Italian, Japanese, 
media studies, modern Greek, modern 
Hebrew, Panjabi, PE short course, 
Polish, psychology, Russian, sociology, 
statistics, and Urdu. 
 

All previous subjects 
plus… 
 
Gujarati, biblical 
Hebrew, Persian, 
Portuguese, and 
Turkish. 
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Presentation Notes
What is happening? The reformed GCSEs are being reformed, taught and awarded for the first time over several years, between 2015 and 2020. Some subjects including English language, English literature and maths GCSEs have been taught since 2015 with exams in 2017. There will be more reformed qualifications taught to students in September 2016, 2017 and 2018. Why?English and Maths had a lot of changes made to content and this work started first, so they were the first to be reformed. How will this affect students? Students in year 10 and 11 in September 2016These students will sit a mixture of reformed and unreformed GCSEs; subjects affected are outlined in the table above. For example year 11 will sit the first reformed GCSEs in English language, English literature and maths, and unreformed exams in all other GCSE subjects. Both the unreformed and reformed qualifications will be accepted by employers, sixth forms and colleges. Exam certificates awarded in 2017, 2018 and 2019 will have mixture of numbers and letters on them. This is covered in greater detail on slide 11. Students in year 9 or younger in September 2016These students will only take reformed GCSEs, with the exception of the less taught languages. Their GCSEs will all be awarded in numbers, with the same exception. For further information on timings please see the TES timeline here: https://www.tes.com/content/dfe/qualsreform



When do these reforms affect AS and A level students? 

 
 
 

 

Level Start course in 2015, A 
level exams 2017, AS level 
exams 2016 

Start course in 2016, A level 
exams 2018, AS level exams 
2017 
 

Start course in 2017, A level exams 
2019, AS level exams in 2018 
 

Start course in 2018, 
A level exams 2020; 
no AS level exams 
available in these 
subjects 

AS and A 
Level 

Art and design, biology, 
business, chemistry, 
computer science, 
economics, English 
language, English language 
and literature, English 
literature, history, physics, 
psychology, and sociology. 

2015 subjects plus… 
 
Dance, drama and theatre, 
French, geography, German, 
classical Greek, Latin, music, 
physical education, religious 
studies and Spanish. 
 

2015 and 2016 subjects plus… 
 
Accounting, ancient history, 
archaeology, Chinese, classical 
civilisation, design and technology, 
electronics, environmental science, 
film studies, further maths, geology, 
history of art, Italian, law, maths, 
media studies, music technology, 
philosophy, politics, Russian, and 
statistics. 
  
 

All previous subjects 
plus… 
 
Arabic, Bengali, 
biblical Hebrew, 
Gujarati, modern 
Greek, modern 
Hebrew, Japanese, 
Panjabi, Persian, 
Portuguese 
Polish, Turkish, and 
Urdu. 
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What is happening?AS and A levels are being reformed, and taught and awarded for the first time over several years, between 2015 and 2020. A lot of subjects including English, the sciences and history A levels have been taught since 2015 with AS exams in 2016 and A level exams in 2017. There will be more reformed qualifications taught to students in September 2016, 2017 and 2018.Some GCSE, AS and A level subjects have not been reformed and will not be continuing, for example AS and A levels in general studies, creative writing and health and social care. For a full list of these subjects please see here: https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/gcse-as-and-a-level-subjects-that-are-not-being-reformedWe know that extensive changes need time to settle in to schools, and that school leaders will want stability to bring in the reformed qualifications. On that basis, we do not intend to reform any further qualifications beyond 2018. In time there may be a need to consider changes to new specifications or additional subjects. The priority for now is to give schools time and space to provide excellent and inspiring teaching of reformed qualifications.Although there is AS level content available for the languages starting in 2018, exam boards have advised us that they do not intend to offer AS qualifications in these languages.How will this affect students? Students in year 12 and 13 in September 2016These students will sit a mix of reformed and unreformed AS and A levels – the subjects affected are outlined in the table above. Depending on the school, they may have sat or will sit AS qualifications at the end of year 12, but some will just take the full two year linear A level. For further information on timings please see the TES timeline here: https://www.tes.com/content/dfe/qualsreform



Reformed GCSEs 
 

■ Content  New and more challenging content 
   
■ Structure   All exams at the end of the course 
  
■ Assessment  Mainly by examination 
   Non-exam assessment only where necessary 
 
■ Tiering  Foundation and higher tier permitted 

   only in maths, science and modern foreign languages 
 

■ Grading  New numbered scale (9 to 1 plus U), 9 is the highest 
   New Government ‘good pass’ set at grade 5 
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Content – GCSEs are being reformed to make them more rigorous. They will still be suitable for young people of all abilities, but syllabuses will include more challenging and knowledge-based content and exams will be changed so that we can identify and reward the highest performers. Changes to the content will vary by subjects. For those subjects being taught from September 2015 and 2016 (see slide 5 for a full list) detailed specifications are available on awarding organisations websites. For subjects being taught from September 2017 content is available here: https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/gcse-subject-contentStructure – GCSEs will be linear with exams only at the end of the course to ensure more time for high quality teaching. Previously GCSEs were modular which meant that students could retake individual modules throughout the course. Assessment – The amount of 'coursework' in each subject varies. Coursework or non-exam assessment is only included where it is impossible to assess those skills in an exam. More information about how non-exam assessments have changed can be found here: https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/gcse-changes-a-summary/summary-of-changes-to-gcses-from-2015Tiering – in the future only maths, science and modern foreign language GCSEs will be tiered (where pupils either sit foundation or higher exams). Tiering has been removed from most GCSEs to ensure that where possible students are not limited from achieving higher grades. In the foundation tier of the new maths GCSE students will be able to achieve a maximum of grade 5. A student must enter for higher OR foundation tier in any individual subject for the whole qualification. Grading – see slide 9How this affects students – To ensure that students taking the new GCSEs are not disadvantaged Ofqual will use a statistical method called comparable outcomes to ensure that roughly the same proportion of students achieve comparable grades if the ability profile is the same. This ensures that students who sit reformed qualifications will not be disadvantaged as a result of the changes. 



Reformed GCSEs 



New GCSE grading structure  

In the first year, the  
same proportion of students will       as currently get A and above 
achieve a grade 7 and above        
 
achieve a grade 4 and above      as currently get C and above 
 
 
 
 
 

achieve a grade 1 and above                    as currently get G and above 
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The new 9-1 grading system will mean that it will be clear to employers and colleges or universities whether students have taken the unreformed GCSEs or the reformed, more challenging ones. The new grade scale will not be directly equivalent to the existing one. However, there will be some comparable points between the old grades and the approach used to awarding will ensure that in the first year of a new qualification:Broadly the same proportion of pupils will achieve a grade 7 and above as currently achieve a grade A and aboveBroadly the same proportion of pupils will achieve a grade 4 and above as currently achieve a grade C and aboveBroadly the same proportion of pupils will achieve a grade 1 and above as currently achieve a grade G and aboveGrades 2, 3, 5 and 6 will be evenly spaced between these points.It is important that students and their parents realise that the new GCSEs have more grades. With the exceptions of the grade anchoring points described above (for example the C/D boundary equates to the 4/3 boundary), there are no other direct grade comparisons or conversions to be made. For example, while it is true to say that the same proportion of candidates will get a 4 AND ABOVE as currently get a C AND ABOVE, it is NOT true to say a grade 4 is equivalent to a grade C. This is because of the expanded number of grades above a 4. So, a grade 4 represents the bottom two thirds of a grade C, while a grade 5 is the equivalent of the top third of grade C and the bottom third of grade B.There is more differentiation in the reformed qualifications, as there are three top grades (7,8 and 9), compared to two in the unreformed qualifications (A and A*), so you would expect that fewer students will get a grade 9 than previously got an A*. FAQsCan I compare my grade in a reformed GCSE to my grade in an unreformed GCSE?The simple answer to this is no, a direct comparison is not possible. There are more grades in the reformed 9-1 scale so a direct comparison between whole grades would not be accurate. However, it is correct to say that a 5 represents the top third of a C and the bottom third of a B.Why are there more grades available above a 4 than below a 4? This does not seem fair to lower attaining pupils. More students currently attain grades of C and above, than attain the lower grades of D and below. Having more grades above this boundary allows more discrimination between students. Are grades awarded by 'norm referencing'?No. Student marks are ordered and grades awarded for marks. Norm referencing would be the ordering of the students.  



What does the GCSE ‘good pass’ mean? 

■ In the future, for the reformed GCSEs, the Government’s definition of ‘good pass’ will be set at 
grade 5. 

■ Grade 5 will be awarded to around the top third of pupils gaining the equivalent of a grade C and 
bottom third of a grade B. This means that there will be fewer pupils achieving a ‘good pass’ than in 
previous years.  

■ Grade 4 will continue to be a level 2 achievement (equivalent to a low grade C now). We would not 
expect employers, colleges and universities to raise the bar to a grade 5 if, for example, a grade 4 
would meet their requirements.  

■ Important to remember that the GCSE ‘good pass’ allows parents and students to hold schools and 
the Government to account – it is currently set at a GCSE grade C. 
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The Government’s definition of a GCSE ‘good pass’ for school accountability purposes (currently a C) is changing to bring it into line with standards in other high-performing countries and to keep pace with employers’ and universities’ demands. It will be set at grade 5. Grade 5 will be awarded to around the top third of pupils gaining the equivalent of a grade C and bottom third of a grade B. The new ‘good pass’ will be harder to achieve than the current grade C and we therefore expect the number of pupils achieving a ‘good pass’ to be initially lower than currently. Employers, colleges and universities will continue to set their own entry requirements. We are working with employers, colleges and universities to make sure they understand that it is their responsibility to define their own expectations; therefore, they need not necessarily raise the bar to a grade 5 if, for example, a grade 4 would meet their requirements. We are also working to ensure that they recognise that the numbers achieving what the Government defines as a ‘good pass’ will be lower when the reformed qualifications are introduced.



What a GCSE certificate might look like in 2017  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Students who sit their GCSE exams in 2017 will have a mixture of numbers and letters on their certificates. The numbers/letters show whether a qualification is the reformed qualification or an unreformed qualification. Both types of qualification are equally valid and valuable. For English language GCSE, there will be a separate grade for the student's speaking assessment. This will be either an unclassified, pass, merit or distinction. This separate grade will not contribute towards a student’s 9-1 grade. 



The National Reference Test 

■ Designed to inform GCSE awarding 
■ Preliminary test held in March 2016 
■ First live test planned for 2017 
■ Could be used to inform awarding in 
    2018 and beyond 
■ Students and schools do not get results 
■ Different schools selected each year: 
□ 300 schools 
□ 30 students take the maths test and 

another 30 take the English test 
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National Reference TestOfqual continues to seek ways to refine the awarding process and is planning to introduce a national reference test for a sample of year 11 pupils. This could provide evidence for Ofqual on changes in performance standards over time in GCSE English language and maths in England at the end of Key Stage 4 which may be used in awarding. Each year, around 9000 students will sit a 1 hour maths and another 9000 will sit a 1 hour English test. So just a small representative sample of schools will be selected to take part in the tests and participation is really important. Legislation requires these schools to take part. It is also worth noting that no individual or school results will be provided; the results are specifically designed to inform the awarding process. The testCovers the GCSE maths and English language subject content and assessment objectives.Is not set by exam boards and will not favour or disadvantage students familiar with a particular exam board specification.Substantially the same questions will be used each year.Students take one of several booklets of questions.Performance determined through a psychometric framework and reported for the national cohort.9000 students to take a maths test and another 9000 to take an English test.



Reformed AS and 
A levels 



Reformed AS level 

 Content   Drawn from the new A level content 
 

 Demand  Same as current AS qualifications 
 
  

 Structure  AS is now a separate qualification with the marks no longer  
     counting towards A level 

   May not be offered in all subjects in your school or college 
   Taught over 1 or 2 years 
   Exams at end of the course 
    

 Assessment Most subjects have no non-exam assessment 
 

 
 

 Grading  Remains A to E plus U 
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Content - Content for the reformed AS levels is drawn from the reformed A level content – which has been designed to better prepare students for university.Demand: The standard and size of the AS are not changing. The content is worth half the value of a full A level but is less demanding than in an A level. UCAS points reflect this, with 40% of the points of the A level allocated to the AS. For more information about the changes to the AS including frequently asked questions please see the ‘information for schools and colleges on implementing the A Level reforms’ document on the Association of Colleges website here: https://www.aoc.co.uk/teaching-and-learning/study-programmes-central/qualifications/and-levels. Structure - The AS will be a separate qualification either taught alongside the first year of an A level or as a separate two year course. The AS marks will not count towards the final A level grade. Students taking the full A level will therefore not need to take exams at the end of year 12, allowing more time for teaching. Schools will take different decisions about whether or how they offer the AS; for example only offering it as an additional option alongside 3 A levels, or allowing students to take an AS in some subjects before deciding which to take at A level. Without the AS students will still have information about their performance during the course. Schools and colleges use their own assessments to tell students how they are progressing.Universities set their own admissions requirements and currently look at prior attainment at key stage 4, teachers’ assessments and personal statements alongside AS grades. As sitting an AS level will no longer be a requirement, universities are reconsidering their admissions requirements. Many universities have published information on UCAS’s website to provide information for schools, parents and pupils about any changes. Universities are familiar with considering applications from students presenting linear qualifications, and will continue to ensure fair admissions. For more information please see UCAS’s website https://www.ucas.com/advisers/guides-and-resources/qualification-reform Non-exam assessment/coursework: Assessments that take place outside of a written examination may also be known as coursework. Most subjects will not have a non-exam assessment in the reformed qualifications. Grading – Grading for AS levels will remain unchanged.



Reformed A levels 

 Content   Changes to better prepare students for university 
 
 Demand  Same as current A levels 
    
 Structure  All exams at the end of the two-year course 

   Marks from the AS do not count towards the A level   
   

 Assessment Mainly by examination 
   Non-exam assessment only where necessary 

 
 Grading  Remains A* to E plus U     
   A separate grade for science practical work 
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Content - Content for the reformed A levels will ensure students have the knowledge and skills to progress to university. Changes will vary by subjects. For those subjects being taught from September 2015 and 2016 (see slide 6 for a full list) detailed specifications are available on awarding organisations websites. For subjects being taught from September 2017 content is available here https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/gce-as-and-a-level-subject-content and draft specifications will be available on awarding organisations websites. Structure - The reformed A levels will be linear qualifications, with all exams at the end of the two years, to allow more time for high quality teaching. As outlined in slide 15 the AS will no longer count towards the A level, and your school or college may not decide to offer the AS in some subjects. Assessment - The amount of coursework in each subject varies. However, assessment is mainly by examination with non-exam assessment (coursework) only used where necessary. The requirements for each subject vary and some don’t require coursework but do require practical work that is assessed in an exam.Grading – Grading for A levels will remain unchanged, however for science A level students will also receive a separate pass/fail grade for their practical skills. How this will affect students – As with GCSEs (see slide 7) to ensure that students taking the reformed A levels are not disadvantaged Ofqual will use a process called ‘comparable outcomes’ to ensure that roughly the same proportion of students achieve similar grades as in previous years. 



Awarding 

■ The standards of AS and A levels are not being changed; on average students 
who would have got Bs previously will get a B in reformed subjects.  

■ Exam boards will still use predictions (based on GCSE prior attainment) to 
guide their awards  

■ Key grade boundaries will be set, as now, using predictions and senior 
examiner judgement of students' work 

■ No UMS (uniform mark scale) – decoupling means there is no need for UMS 
which helped standardise results across units, qualifications and boards in a 
modular system 

■ The effect of decoupling AS on entry cohort 
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Not all students will be taking all unreformed or all reformed qualifications. The new AS (and A levels) in phase 1 cover most of the large entry qualifications but there are some exceptions – maths and geography. Therefore it’s likely students will present with a mix of unreformed and reformed, and that might mean they have three or four AS results, or they might only have AS results in the unreformed AS qualifications.We expect entry numbers to be lower in the new AS, so it’s very likely that the number of students in England with three or four AS results will be down on previous years.https://ofqual.blog.gov.uk/2015/08/14/a-level-awarding-in-2016-and-2017/ AS/A level grading in current and new qualificationsCarrying forward standards from unreformed to new A levels – we’re not changing the standard. Exam boards will use statistics, but informed by senior examiners looking at work.Currently, A level grade boundaries are set in different ways. Grades A and E are key grade boundaries. These are set by exam boards using evidence including senior examiners’ judgments of student work and statistical predictions. Grades B, C and D are known as arithmetic grade boundaries. They are set by calculating the difference between the marks for A and E and dividing by 3, so that there are equal marks between each grade boundary. In the current A levels, A* is set differently: students must achieve an A grade overall and 90% of the UMS marks on the A2 units. In the new linear A levels, grades A*, A and E are key grade boundaries. They will be set by exam boards using evidence including senior examiners’ judgments of student work and statistical predictions. As now, grades B, C and D are arithmetic grade boundaries and will be set by dividing the difference between the marks for A and E.In new linear AS, grade A and E are key grade boundaries.Comparable outcomes would mean we expect the national results will remain stable; at a local level results will vary – some schools’ results will increase others will fall.The number of students entered for AS in summer 2016 is less than in previous years. We do not know how motivated students will be, given the AS exam results will not count towards their A level. It is possible that headline results may look different. FAQWhat is a UMS and why will it not longer be used? The Uniform Mark Scale (UMS) is a way of turning the raw marks achieved in a unit in a particular sitting into a mark that can be used to compare with those achieved in other series. All reformed qualifications will be taken in the same series so there is no need for a comparison tool. 



Changes to Practical 
Science 



Practical Science Assessment 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

A level: 
 More practicals – at least 12 in each science subject 
 Written questions about practical work will make up at 

least 15% of the total marks for the qualification 
 Students will need to record their experiments as they do 

them 
 Students' competence in practicals will be reported 

separately (‘pass’ or ‘not classified’) 
 Practical ‘pass’ for A level science likely to be required by 

universities – check admissions information 
   

  
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

GCSE: 
 Students do at least 8 practical activities (16 for 

combined science) covering specific techniques 
 Written questions about practical work will make up at 

least 15% of the total marks for the qualification 
 There will be no separate grade for practical skills  
 Students studying combined science will receive one of 

17 grades from 9-9 (highest) to 1-1 (lowest) 

Presenter
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A level scienceStudents undertake at least 12 practical activities in order to develop and demonstrate their competency in practical skills.Students will be responsible for recording their practical work. Practical work in science is supported by new common practical assessment criteria, that can be found in subject content materials and the specifications published by exam boards. Students will get a separate ‘pass’ or ‘not classified’ grade for practical skills – reported separately from their main grade.Schools and colleges are required to provide exam boards with an annual statement confirming that they have taken reasonable steps to secure that students have undertaken at least 12 practical activities, and have made a contemporaneous record of their work.Exam boards will monitor schools and colleges to check how they provide their students with opportunities to take the practical science assessments and how they assess them. Exam boards are working together to do this. Visits to schools and colleges already underway; this is a joint operation across exam boards. Visits will take place at least every 2 years so all centres will be visited in the first 2 years of their course.GCSEIn the reformed GCSEs, students will no longer do controlled assessments in Science. Instead they will do a broader range of required practicals throughout their GCSE course that will allow the them to experience more techniques and apparatus. The Headteacher will be required to confirm that the required practicals have taken place. Students' understanding of practical techniques will now be assessed as part of the written exam, and their performance in this aspect will be included in their overall grade. This means that more time is available for science teaching, including practicals. Schools will be required to provide exam boards with an annual statement confirming that the school has taken reasonable steps to secure opportunities for practical work for their students.We have included science as an example of a subject that will be affected by changes to the way practical work is conducted. As it is a core subject at GCSE these changes will affect most pupils. There are changes to non-exam assessment in other subjects too, subject teachers are best placed to explain these changes to students, with support from their exam board. 



Resits 



Will there be an opportunity to resit? 
   
Unreformed qualifications 
■ GCSE resits available for: 
□ English, English language and maths in November 2016 AND summer 2017 
□ All science and additional science qualifications (not individual sciences) no later than 

summer 2018 
□ Exam boards may also offer resits in any other subject – including biology, chemistry 

and physics – in the year after the last sitting.  
 

■ AS and A levels resits available for all subjects in May or June of the year following the 
last legacy exam 

■ There are restrictions on who can take these resits 
 
 

 
 

 
  
 
  

Presenter
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What does this mean for students taking unreformed GCSEs and A levels?For students taking the unreformed maths and English GCSEs in summer 2016 there will be an opportunity to resit in both November 2016 and summer 2017. For students taking the unreformed science GCSE (science and additional science) in summer 2017 they will be able to resit no later than summer 2018. Exam boards may also provide a chance to resit other unreformed GCSEs in the summer following the exams but are not required to. For students taking the unreformed AS and A levels they will have an opportunity to resit in the summer following their exams in every subject. For example students taking the unreformed English A level in summer 2016 will be able to resit the A level in summer 2017. Students will be able to resit any AS or A2 units (including controlled assessment units). Resit qualifications are taken in the same way for the lifetime of the qualification. This includes the resitting of individual units. Resits are for those students who have taken the qualification previously, or who had good reason not to have taken it when planned. At GCSE, anyone aged 16+ can take these assessments too. For a timeline with the resit opportunities please see https://www.gov.uk/guidance/timings-for-the-withdrawal-of-legacy-gcses-as-and-a-levels Approval for teaching of unreformed GCSE specifications in maths and English under the 16 to 19 maths and English condition of funding has been extended to summer 2017. The same rules also apply to IGCSEs and equivalent level 1/ level 2 certificates counting towards the EBacc measure.IGCSEs and equivalent level 1/ level 2 certificates will cease to be approved for teaching under the 16 to 19 maths and English condition of funding after 1 August 2017.When enrolling new students on legacy GCSEs or IGCSEs in the 2016 to 2017 academic year, schools and colleges should be mindful that there will be no opportunity to resit legacy GCSEs after summer 2017 if they do not secure a grade C or above, and that IGCSE resits will not count towards the condition of funding after summer 2017.Resits for English and maths GCSEs and IGCSEs can be taken by students who did not previously sit the exam, as long as they are over the age of 16 as of 31st August 2016. For the 2016/17 academic year, enrolments on English, English language and maths unreformed GCSEs will count towards the 16-19 maths and English condition of funding which requires students to continue studying maths and English if they have yet to achieve GCSE A*-C in these subjects. For further information please visit https://www.gov.uk/guidance/16-to-19-funding-maths-and-english-condition-of-funding Achievements resulting from both the final November and summer resits will count towards the new 16-19 headline measure measuring progress in English and maths for students without a GCSE good pass in these subjects. Further information is available here https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/16-to-19-accountability-headline-measures-technical-guideThere are restrictions on who can take the GCSE, AS and A level resits. For GCSEs, only those students who have taken the qualification previously, those who had good reason not to have taken it when planned (such as illness), or who are aged 16 or above on 31 August in the year of the last scheduled sitting can take the resits. For AS and A levels only students who have taken the qualification previously, or those who had good reason not to have taken it when planned (such as illness) can take the resits.



Will there be an opportunity to resit? 
   
Reformed qualifications 
 
■ Students will be able to resit GCSE maths and English language in a November exam 

series.  
 
■ For all other GCSE and all AS and A levels, as now, students will resit by taking the 

qualification again the following year 
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What does this mean for students taking reformed GCSEs and A levels?For reformed GCSEs in maths and English language there will be a resit opportunity in the following November. For all other GCSEs and AS/A levels resits will be available in the following summer. The Government’s policy is that only a student’s first entry to a GCSE exam will count in their school’s performance tables. This should not stop pupils from resitting qualifications where necessary. Schools will be aware that if they choose to enter pupils early for the unreformed qualifications these entries will not count in the year that reformed GCSEs are first examined – for example the only GCSEs in English and maths that will count in 2017 will be the reformed GCSEs. For more information schools should see Raise Online. 



Information About My 
School / College 



Key stage 4 measures 
 

A set of secondary school/key stage 4 measures encourage a broad and 
balanced curriculum with a strong emphasis on an academic core: 

 New focus on pupil progress – Progress 8 measures pupils’ progress in 8 
qualifications. These are: 

 
 

 

 Attainment 8 measures pupils achievements in the same subjects 

 Percentage of pupils achieving a ‘good pass’ in English and maths 

 Percentage of pupils achieving the EBacc. 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

English maths Three of: science, computer science, 
history, geography and languages 

Any three other 
approved qualifications 
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From 2016, the Government is also reforming the way that school performance is measured to place more focus on the progress that pupils make. Secondary school/GCSE performanceFor secondary schools the Government is introducing a new measure called Progress 8. In the past the main measure of school performance was the percentage of pupils who got 5 or more A*-C grades at GCSE (including English and maths) – which may have encouraged too much focus on pupils just on the borderline of getting a C grade, at the expense of other pupils.Progress 8 will measure how well schools have helped pupils of all abilities to perform across 8 qualifications (as outlined on the slide).If for example the school’s Progress 8 score was 0.77 it would mean that on average pupils at that school achieved over three quarters of a grade better per subject than other pupils with the same prior attainment.School scores should be interpreted alongside their associated confidence intervals. If the lower bound of the school’s confidence interval is greater than zero, it can be interpreted as meaning that the school has achieved greater than average progress compared to pupils nationally, and vice versa if the upper bound is negative. https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/497937/Progress-8-school-performance-measure.pdfEBacc entry is currently reported as an additional measure of school performance. In the consultation on implementing the EBacc, the government proposed that the percentage of pupils entering the EBacc should become a headline measure of secondary school performance.A short video explaining what Progress 8 means for parents will shortly be available on the DfE YouTube page; youtube.com/educationgovuk or type DfE YouTube into your search engine.



The English Baccalaureate measure 
 

 
 

 

EBacc – measures the percentage of pupils 
who achieve A*-C (9-5 for reformed GCSEs) 

in: 

English: either English 
(unreformed) or one of 
English literature and 

English language (where 
pupils have entered both) 

maths 
science: core and additional 
(unreformed); double award 

(unreformed); combined science 
(reformed); or two of biology, 

chemistry, physics and computer 
science (where pupils enter any 
combination of 3 of the single 

sciences and achieve A*-C or grades 
9-5 in at least two of them) 

history or 
geography 

Language – 
ancient or 
modern 
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Progress 8 is just one of a set of headline measures of secondary school performance. It is the measure that determines the floor standard (the minimum standard that the Government expects schools to meet).The Government will also publish a measure showing how well pupils achieve in these same subjects (this is called Attainment 8)The percentage of pupils who achieve good passes in English and maths GCSEs and the English Baccalaureate will continue to be important measures. The EBacc measure shows the percentage of pupils who achieve A*-C or 9-5 in the new GCSEs, in English, maths, science (including computer science), history or geography, and a language. These subjects represent a strong academic core and good attainment in them best enables pupils to keep their options open. Too many pupils – especially those in disadvantaged areas – do not benefit from a broad education in core academic subjects. Only 23% of disadvantaged pupils were entered for the EBacc in 2015. In the consultation on EBacc implementation the Government set out their goal that at least 90% of pupils in mainstream secondary schools will enter the EBacc. Other measures published include information about the destinations of former pupils (how many continued in education or went into work) plus a range of more detailed information, including the progress and achievements of disadvantaged pupils in relation to their peers. What does this mean for students?Together these measures may have an impact on the qualifications offered by the school, depending on its previous curriculum offer. The measures allow flexibility for schools to reflect the needs and interests of their pupils.



Post-16 school/college measures 
 As for secondary schools, the Department for Education’s new post-16 

performance measures place more emphasis on the progress of students. 
 

 There will be five headline measures: 
▪ Progress – how well are students progressing? 
▪ Attainment – are they getting good grades? 
▪ Retention – are they dropping out? 
▪ English and maths – for students who did not get a good pass in these 

subjects at GCSE  
▪ Destinations – are they getting university/college places, apprenticeships 

and jobs? 
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From 2016, there will also be more emphasis on progress for schools and colleges with 16-18 year olds. Post-16 school/college performanceIn 2016 the Government is introducing new headline performance measures and more rigorous minimum standards. These reforms place more emphasis on the progress of students, which is fairer to institutions and focuses providers on the needs of all students. It will encourage schools and colleges to focus on achieving the best outcomes for all students, irrespective of their starting points.The five headline measures: progress; attainment; progress in English and maths GCSE; retention; and destinations will give a wider view of performance than attainment alone.The new measures will also allow parents and students to compare schools and colleges on the same basis. Progress: progress compared to the average of all students nationally for each qualification type (academic, Applied General and Tech Level).Attainment: attainment in each qualification type (academic, Applied General and Tech Level).Retention: the proportion of students retained to the end of their course.English and maths: progress in these subjects for students who did not get a ‘good pass’ at GCSE previously at secondary school.Destinations: where students go after taking A levels and other level 3 qualifications.   AS results still count in performance measures, with no change to discounting when students progress to A level. There will also be a range of additional measures which will provide more detailed information for parents, students and Ofsted.



Changes to marking, 
reviews and appeals 



The Quality of Marking 

■ The exams system is very large; around 8 million GCSEs, AS qualifications 
and A levels are awarded each year  

 
■ Exam outcomes are increasingly high stakes – for students, teachers and 

schools/colleges 
 
■ Growing number of reviews of marking being requested – typically where the 

mark is just below the grade boundary  
 
 



Ofqual's aims:  
■ Marking errors are found and corrected 
■ Review and appeal arrangements are more transparent and consistent 
■ The system is as fair as it can be for all 

 
Ofqual's decisions: 
■ Trained reviewers will check the original marking  
■ If they find an error they must correct it – however large or small 
■ Otherwise they must leave the mark unchanged 
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Ofqual research has found that: Reviewers will often ‘find’ an extra mark or two when a script is reviewed. A change of marks can disrupt the rank order of students. Schools and colleges feel under pressure to request reviews Schools find appeal arrangements opaque and frustrating	The system can be unfair: there is a cost associated with appealing a mark. Some students are better able to access this system due to their more favourable financial circumstances. Ofqual consulted about changes to Enquiries about Results (EAR)Ofqual have announced the key policy decisions. Some detail is yet to be decided and announced.Ofqual is continuing to look into: Access to marked scriptsProvision of reasons for review outcomesReviews of teacher markingReviews of the moderation of teacher marking



Further Information 



Responsibilities for Qualifications 
 Government: 

▫ Policy, purposes and priorities 
▫ Curriculum and subject content 
▫ Use of qualifications for school/college accountability purposes 

 Ofqual: 
▫ Standards 
▫ Validity 
▫ Efficiency and value 
▫ Oversight of the system 

 Exam Boards: 
▫ Design and delivery 
▫ Award qualifications to students  
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